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Valiant Technology Rank among World's Most Elite 501 Managed Service Providers 12th Annual MSP 501 Identifies Top Forward-Thinking Global MSPs &amp; Leading Trends in Managed JUNE 18, 2019: Valiant Technology has been named one of the world's leading managed service providers at the prestigious 12th Annual Service. Every year, MSPs
worldwide conduct a comprehensive survey and application to report their product offerings, growth rates, annual total and recurring revenues, pricing structures, revenue mix and more. MSPs were ranked by a unique method that weights revenue figures according to how well the applicant's business strategy predicts trends in the rapidly evolving channel
ecosystem. Channel Futures is happy to name Valiant Technology for the 2019 MSP 501. In the 12 years since its inception, MSP 501 has evolved from a competitive ranking to a dynamic group of service providers, suppliers, distributors, consultants and industry analysts working together to define the growing managed service opportunity. The 2019 MSP
501 winners are the most elite, innovative and strategic IT service providers on the planet, and they stand as an industry model, says Kris Blackmon, Content Director of Channel Partners and Channel Futures and head of the MSP 501 program. As the MSP 501 community grows, leagues of managed service providers of these winning companies are
learning insights into the best practices, strategies and technologies that elevate an MSP to the level of the 501 winners. Our heartfelt congratulations to the winners in 2019 and gratitude to the thousands of MSPs who have contributed to the continued growth and success of both the 501 and the thriving managed services sector. Ten special award winners
will be recognized at the MSP 501 Awards Gala at Channel Partners Evolution, held this year September 9-12 in Washington, D.C. Nominations for these special awards, including Digital Innovator of the Year, Executive of the Year and Newcomer Award, were included in the MSP 501 application and all candidates were invited to submit for them. In addition
to deciding the rankings, the study is the driving force behind the creation of an annual in-depth survey of business and technology trends in the IT channel, published annually at channel partners evolution conference. The full MSP 501 report leverages applicant responses, interviews with industry experts and historical data to provide a well-rounded picture
of managed services. The complete 2019 MSP 501 list is available on Channel Futures. Background 2019 MSP 501 list is based on data collected by Channel Futures and its sister website, Channel Partners. Data was collected online from March 1 to May 31, 2019. The MSP 501 list recognizes the most popular managed service providers metrics, including
recurring revenue, growth and other factors. Valiant TechnologyFounded in 2002, Valiant Technology is the go-to-choice for technical support in the creative and hospitality industries. We are proudly ranked as a top-tier Managed Service Provider with offices in Manhattan, Brooklyn, and Los Angeles.We do more than provide technical support; we work
closely with organizations at all levels to gain a deep understanding of their unique challenges and implement people-first solutions to facilitate positive results. Welcome to the Classic WoW Tier List for all classes covering the best tanks, healers and DPS across a variety of PvE, PvP and leveling content. We've previously highlighted the best classes for
specific types of Classic WoW content, but if you want to know which classes are versatile and that excel at several types of content, this article is for you. This article is here to compare each of the classes in different aspects of World of Warcraft that serves as a fun article to help you choose what class to play! Not all classes are created equal, and in
Classic, each class is usually better at something than others. Because players take their class identity to heart, I know a lot of people are going to get pretty upset where I rank their class. It is important to say that each class has a role in Classic, a role in PvE, and a role in PvP. But not all specializations are created equal. In Classic, classes were designed
in specific ways to fulfill specific duties and roles in the community. Moreover, as all classes use 1.12 versions of their abilities throughout each Classic patch, some aspects of Classic classes differ from vanilla and may lead to some classes being more powerful than you encountered in vanilla. Before moving on to the lists, I will briefly go over the Tier
rankings and what they mean, just for clarity. SClasses at this level are the absolute best when it comes to filling a certain role. Probably these classes are the most wanted for their skills in Raiding or Battlegrounds. AClasses at A-level are typically well above average compared to other classes for this specific role. A class will typically have some unique
advantages through spells and abilities or specific talents that give them a leg up on their competition. BB levelClasses are average for this role. They do exactly what is needed for them, can sometimes be replaced with other classes in their level, without skipping a beat. CC level Classes are noticeably below average when performing a particular task.
Typically, when a group is looking for another member, they can wait to invite a C Class if a slightly better class becomes available. DD class classes are usually classes that are not designed to excel in a specific role or task. More often than not, there is a better Spec that class could re-roll that that classes viability. Classes were judged on the following
criteria: Endgame viability in both PvP and PvE, viability before and after getting leveraged, and how useful the class is generally, in group settings. SWarriorAMage, PriestBRogue, Warlock, HunterCPaladin, ShamanDDruidWarrior is obviously the best class in Classic, bar none. Sure, they have to endure one of the worst leveling experiences imaginable, but
after they hit 60 after they get geared up, a Warrior is one of the most important classes in both PvE and PvP. You can literally never get enough Warriors! Not only is Warrior the best Tank class in the game, hands down, they are the best DPS class in PvE, like a Fury Warrior. It is both a blessing and a curse when a class is very gear dependent. Though the
Warriors might not have a huge impact during their first Boss kill, every time they clear the raid after that and get upgrades, they improve. A Warrior's injury scales really well with gear. I strongly suggest that when a player comes across a good Warrior, add them to your friend's list and be their friend! As for PvP, Warriors can pick up Mortal Strike, which is
one of the most critical Debuffs you can apply to an enemy in Battlegrounds when the focus fires a target down. So to finish, Warriors are the best PvE Tanks, output the most damage in PvE, and have one of the most important abilities in PvP. They deserve to be at the top of this list. I struggled a lot if Mage were to be in S or A-level, they really are good at
everything. They are the absolute best gold farming class in the game, the fastest leveler, a monster in PvP, and one of the most convenient classes to play (you can make your own food and water! Open portals or Teleporter from City to City). But alas, no class is perfect, mate needs to dest aft on one of the most boring Raiding rotations in the game!
(Spamming Frostbolt over and over again). I know it may seem silly to criticize a class for only pressing a button in PvE, but it's really a bit of a weak point for the class. At least there is a great opportunity for Mages to go above and beyond, to spend their not raiding time by farming each last consumable, pushing their a button rotation further! Priest Class is
an extremely versatile Healer in both PvE and PvP, as well as bringing some of the absolute best utility in the game with Dispel Magic. which can be used on allies or enemies! In almost every formation of a group, whether it's Dungeons, Raiding, or Battlegrounds, priests are in demand! Priest also has the luxury of playing either as a healer or DPS in the
form of Shadow. On top of that, a priest can be hard to Solo kill for many classes, thanks to Defensive Spells like Power Word: Shield and Psychic Scream. Rogues are a great class to play, they do excel in PvP, thanks to the insanely powerful mechanics of Stealth, a Rogue can choose their Rogues also have access to a flurry of Crowd Control abilities,
Stunlocking, Sapping, Blinding, they can easily take on a group of enemies at once! (But only if all their Cooldowns are up!) As far as PvE, Rogues is one of the strongest DPS classes out there that fall just short of Fury Warriors (which is S Tier). Warlock is one of the strongest Solo PvP classes in the game. Thanks to their incredibly powerful spells like Soul
Link and their Voidwalker's Sacrifice. A Warlock also has several builds to choose from for PvP, picking up Damage Over Time Spells in Affliction, direct damage in destruction, or even the defensive power of demonology. As for PvE going, Warlocks are definitely up there, but they also suffer a similar fate as Mages (with a very simple rotation). Hunter is
obviously the premiere Solo levelers, utilizing strong Pet mechanics and Fingere Death, leveling is an absolute breeze. However, Hunters is only average in both PvE and PvP. In Classic WoW, Hunters will do fairly consistent levels of damage and offer potent Utility Skills, as well as being able to kiting a Boss or packs of monsters around a room. There are a
few important Boss fights that would be much more difficult if it weren't for a few talented Hunters! As mentioned at the beginning of this article, Blizzard deliberately designed some classes in certain ways. The last three classes in this Tier list are victims of what is called Hybrid Tax, because all three of these classes can fulfill three completely different roles
(or four, in the case of Druid), they are not primarily the best at any specific thing because they have the versatility of doing more. Paladin is quite formidable Healers, for sure, but it's pretty rare to find a protection or retaliate Paladin in a Progression Raid. Because of this, Paladin takes a bit of a hit on this Tier list. The same can be said of a Shaman, you
won't see many Enhancement Shaman in a Progression Raid, and Elemental Shaman is not the largest of damage dealers against a Raid Boss either. Fortunately the Utility a Shaman brings is out of this world. Windfury Totem is pretty game changing for Horde, allowing both Fury Warrior and Rogue to reach insane levels of damage output. On top of that, a
Restoration Shaman has access to the Mana Tide Totem, which can be particularly useful in long boss battles! And finally, again, Druid. I feel bad because I'm kind of picking on druids in these articles, but I really think they're a D tier class. Sure, a Druid can heal, can Tank, Melee DPS, or even do Ranged DPS as Moonkin Form! But being able to do so
many things comes at a price, you're not the best at any of these four things, by a large margin – Jack of all trades, the master of none. Well, I think Druids are technically the best Flag carriers in Warsong Gulch, so let me the master of the flag-bearing - and that's it. For the record, I duo-leveling with a Druid in classic, my best friend playing a Classic Druid ...
I've played with and against some of the best Druids this game has to offer. Anyone who is good at World of Warcraft can elevate any of these classes (no matter what Tier they are listed in) to the top of skill ceiling. Druids, in particular, probably have the widest hole of any class from the skill floor to the skill ceiling. And you know what? It's okay, it's okay.
Because the best Druids out there know their class is kind of weak, but that's what makes these players so awesome, they take this challenge on and prove they can push the class to new heights. If you want to play a Druid, more power to you! I'll praise you! Does any class stand out for you from our level list? Click on the links below to read our detailed PvE
Class Guides! Feral DPS DruidFeral Tank DruidHealing DruidHunterMageProtection PaladinRet PaladinHealing PaladinHealing PriestShadow PriestRogueEnhancement Shaman Elemental ShamanHealing ShamanWarlockFury WarriorTank WarriorAbout the AuthorRokman is a World of Warcraft veteran who has starred in Vanilla, The Burning Crusade, and
Wrath of the Lich King. During his playing time, Rokman focused on Player versus Player, played multiple Rogue in Battlegrounds and Arenas, and created Highlight videos. If you like Rokman's content, you can follow him on Twitter and YouTube. Youtube.
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